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1. Summary of the Project

● Mediport Medical Center is a multidisciplinary diagnostic and preventive medical center, 
located in the center of Antwerp next to Belgium’s biggest public hospital which opened in 
September 2023. 

● As of the 7th of November 2023, doctors from the disciplines urology, cardiology, dietology, 
MSK and neurosurgery are already operating. The radiology department will open in 
December 2023. 

● It is strongly focused on multidisciplinary and patient-centered medical reception. It offers to 
patients an integrated approach, using cutting-edge technologies, accessibility and rapid 
diagnostics, in a preventive care environment.

● To finance the finishing of the renovation of the centre, the leasing / buying of medical 
equipment and set-up of the IT-infrastructure 2,650,000 euros were needed. 1,500,000 
euros of that came from the BeeBonds loan, 750,000 euros from shareholder Marina 
Bouckaert and 400,000 euros were financed through an ING loan. 

● The horizon of the BeeBonds loan is 4 years with an annual interest rate of 9.75%. 
● Mediport has been regularly seeing patients since the 2nd of October. 



2. Major events that affected the project since its start

1. The first Mediport medical center was opened in the beginning of 
October 2023, thus a bit later than originally planned. This was due to 
delayed construction works.

2. The delay with opening the radiology department (happening in 
December 2023) was caused by certification and IT restrictions, 
calibration.

3. Different to the original business plan, orthopedics will not be a 
discipline in Mediport. However, in contrast to the original plan, the 
Mediport team is currently looking into a collaboration with GPs and 
considering building an in-house general practice (GP).



3. Progress of the project I

Construction works: there was a delay of 2-3 months in finishing the 
construction works. 



3. Progress of the project II 

Medical equipment: Mediport has a strategic partnership with GE HealthCare through 
which GE supplies Mediport with most of the medical equipment necessary. All 
equipment has been delivered in time and is up-and-running, apart from the 
equipment for the radiology department (namely CT, mammography and RX). This 
was because GE had some difficulties with the software of these equipments. 



3. Progress of the project 

IT infrastructure: the IT infrastructure is completed 
and working as planned, apart from the above-
mentioned difficulties with the GE cloud servers. 



4. Updated calendar

According to plan

Timing changed



5. Forecasted, 
updated 
cashflow I -
numbers



5. Forecasted, updated cashflow II -explanations

● The planned financing (banks, equity, etc.) has been obtained.

● Construction costs were about 700,000 euros higher than expected 

● At this moment, Mediport does not anticipate cash flow difficulties that could impact 
its ability to repay the bondholders



6. Conclusions

Based on Mediport’s current  knowledge of the status of the project at

this date (November 2023), we do not see difficulties in either 

● Paying the annual interest owed to BeeBonds bondholders on the 
scheduled dates or

● Repaying the BeeBonds bondholders of the capital lent on the 
scheduled maturity date.
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